Abstract. In this paper I examine the geographical and organisational consequences of the emergence of a new technological assemblage within the music industry. This technological assemblage is organised around software formats and Internet distribution systems. The paper is concerned with the relationship between technological innovation, economic competition, and the contestability of markets for goods and services within an era of digital content. I begin by setting out two opposing discourses currently circulating within the music industry: one that denigrates the emergence of software formats, and another that celebrates it. Both discourses concur that this new technological assemblage will fundamentally reorganise the music industry as it is currently configured, with some doubt being cast over the long-term viability of the industry owing to the problems of protecting the intellectual property rights of music contained within open software formats. I provide a critical analysis of electronic markets and their impact upon economic organisation, and examine the impacts of digital content and electronic markets within the music industry through the concept of the musical network. Four networks with distinctive organisational and spatial characteristics are identified within the musical economy: networks of creativity, of reproduction, of distribution, and of consumption. I argue that all four networks are being reshaped as a result of the impact of software formats and Internet distribution systems. These developments are found to threaten the short-term profitability of some established firms within the industry, but I argue that the industry is already beginning to restabilise around a new technological and regulatory regime designed to protect copyrights in music in software formats.
software formats and examine reactions to their emergence within the music industry. In part 3 I consider the economic effects of combining software products with the distributional capabilities of the Internet through a theoretical analysis of`electronic markets' and, in particular, the ways in which such markets can transform the competitive bases of industries through processes of disintermediation and reintermediation. In part 4 I seek to develop a theoretical approach to the music industry that might enable us to identify the impacts made by software formats. I develop the concept of the musical network, and identify four distinctive musical networks within the contemporary music industry: networks of creativity, networks of reproduction, networks of distribution, and networks of consumption. Part 5 is an examination of the impacts of software formats upon the four musical networks, and identifies those networks most likely to be transformed by this new technological assemblage. The conclusions to the paper are contained within part 6.
Software formats and the music industry
The relationship between the music industry and technology has long been a close and intimate one. The industry emerged around the turn of the century in the wake of innovations in sound reproduction and, especially, electrification (Frith, 1988) . Thereafter, the industry has evolved in lockstep with, although not determined by, a range of technological advances, from the development of vinyl as a reproductive medium, to the introduction of magnetic audiotape, up to the digitalisation of music and the creation of formats such as compact disc (CD), digital audiotape, and minidisk. These technological transformations have usually been economically beneficial to the industry in its broadest sense, which in part explains the welcome given to such developments. Consumer electronic companies create new markets for reproduction equipment, and record companies are able to mine their back catalogues, selling old recordings in a range of new formats (Lovering, 1998) . In the mid-1990s, this virtuous circle of technological development began to enter a new phase as the industry prepared to hook up to`the information super highway' to distribute digital music direct to consumers along fibre cables.
Initially, the industry welcomed this vision of a world of digital distribution (for example, see Sadler, 1997 Sadler, , page 1931 . However, in the space of just two to three years, this mood of cautious optimism had evaporated and had been replaced by one more of fear and loathing. The reason that a world of cabled connectivity began to be perceived not as a boon but as a serious threat, not only to future profitability but, in the opinions of some industry commentators at least, to the long-term survival of established record companies, was an unforeseen and hitherto unremarkable technological development originating in the considerably less glamorous world of international standards.
This development was a seemingly innocuous software program called MPEG-1 Audio Layer 3 or, as it is better known, MP3. The program was developed as an international standard for the coded representation and combination of moving pictures and audio to facilitate the development of an interactive television industry (The Economist 1999). The program was developed by the Motion Pictures Expert Group of the International Organisation for Standardization, or ISO (sic). Based in Geneva, the ISO is a confederation of national industrial standards organisations. Its self-declared purpose is``to promote the development of standardization and related activities in the world with a view to facilitating the international exchange of goods and services, and to developing co-operation in the spheres of intellectual, scientific, technological and economic activity '' (ISO, 1999) . Established in 1947 the ISO has existed for most of its existence in the relative obscurity of meetings and agreements on technical standards. It has been responsible for matters such as the agreed size and thickness of credit and bank cards, so that they can be used in automated teller machines around the world, and the tensile strength of bolts used in the aviation industry, to facilitate international air safety. Thus, the ISO is a kind of backstage fixer for organisations such as the General Agreements on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and, more recently, the World Trade Organisation (WTO), creating international technological conventions and ironing out technical differences between national economies. In this respect the ISO has probably done as much as, if not more than, the more illustrious GATT and WTO to bring globalisation into being, by ensuring that it works on a practical day-to-day basis.
However, because of an unintended application of MP3, the ISO and, in particular, the Motion Pictures Expert Group, are no longer perhaps as obscure as they once were. This is because MP3 is a compression program, which reduces the size of digital audio files, making them quicker to make and easier to distribute. Compression programs analyse the profiles of digital packages to remove repetitions and redundancies of information (Negroponte, 1995) . MP3 achieves compression through a task known as`psychoacoustic masking' (Moody, 1999) . The software analyses and filters sounds according to their degree of audibility to the human ear. (1) This filtering process means that MP3 files are much smaller than conventional digital music files, so that whereas a CD requires 11 megabytes (MB) of memory for every minute of sound contained, an MP3 file requires only 1 MB of memory for every minute of sound (Hedtke, 1999) . Therefore, whereas a standard three-minute CD track would require around 30 MB and take around 90 minutes to download onto a computer, an MP3 file of similar length would require only 3 MB and would take only around 10 minutes.
The size of these files has important consequences for their mobility; they are small enough to be sent down`narrow band' telephone lines from computer to computer via the Internet. Thus, it is possible to transfer digital music as pure code without the intermediation of a disc, be it a compact disc, a minidisk, or even digital audiotape. Moreover, because the software originates within the ISO, MP3 files are produced in an open standard that is accessible to anyone with a reasonably up-to-date personal computer with a sound card. Several companies offer MP3`player' software packages, many of which are free or, for more technically advanced versions, available for a one-off payment of about US $25 to US $30.
The advent of MP3 may be seen, therefore, as a new kind of music format but one that, unlike existing digital formats, can be reproduced over a general and open standard hardware configuration (the personal computer), and so does not require listeners to purchase dedicated reproduction equipment, save for a relatively inexpensive software program. However, while the introduction of new formats for the playback of recorded music has, in the past, been enthusiastically supported by the music industry, the music industry's reaction to the emergence of software formats has been noticeably ambivalent.
On the one hand, software formats have elicited a conservative, critical response, a discourse founded in the existing social and technological hierarchies of the industry. Meanwhile, on the other hand, software formats have been welcomed by others precisely because they are seen to be a means to dismantle the industry's established hierarchies and power relations. Although in opposition to one another, these two positions at least agree upon one thing: that the rise of software formats such as MP3 will bring about the end of the music industry as it is currently configured. I will now consider each of these positions in turn.
(1) The sound spectrum of an audio file is divided into narrow frequency bands, which are then sampled many times per second. Those sounds that would be masked by louder noises on nearby frequencies are discriminated against and information about them is ignored. In other words, the sounds that will be the most perceptible are produced most faithfully, whereas less perceptible sounds are reproduced less carefully, if at all.
Against software formats
Most commentators within the music industry have depicted the rise of software formats in largely negative terms because it is seen to pose a threat to sales and to prevailing relations of ownership and rights of exploitation within the industry. For example, organisations such as the Record Industry Association of America (RIAA) see MP3 as directly responsible for the decline in the share of US music sales generated by the 15^24 age group, a share which fell from 32% in 1996 to 28% in 1998 (Moody, 1999) . Because software formats enable this age group to access music more cheaply and conveniently, the argument goes, they are no longer spending so much money on CDs and other conventional formats within local record stores and malls. More worryingly, the development of MP3 is also considered by some to be responsible for the erosion of the very economic viability of the industry because it facilitates the breach of intellectual property rights through illegal copying. As numerous studies have indicated, the ability to exploit copyright has been central to the profits of the music industry almost since its very inception (for example, Bettig, 1996; Frith, 1987; Negus, 1992; Ryan, 1998; Sadler, 1997) . It is the ease by which recorded material may be uploaded and downloaded to and from personal computers through the medium of MP3 that most animates the music industry, and accusing fingers are pointed at the rash of Internet sites dedicated to the illegal distribution of copyrighted material. For example, in 1998 it was estimated that about 26 000 Internet sites used music illegally (Boshoff, 1998) , and some commentators claim that MP3 is now the most searched for category on the Internet and that over 500 000 different MP3 files may be accessed through it (Dempsey, 1999; Moody, 1999) . The International Federation of Phonographic Industries has estimated that there are three million downloads of MP3 files each day, and that many of these downloads are of illegal copies of copyrighted material. As a result, income from the exploitation of intellectual property rights is being forgone, with dire consequences for the ability of the industry to reproduce itself. As one Sony Music representative put it:`M y company invests millions of pounds each year in new writing talent and new composers. To recover that money we need to be paid. If we don't get paid because it goes on the internet and everyone gets it free, then we can't continue to make that investment in new talent'' (quoted in Boshoff, 1998) . For the music industry MP3 represents a reemergence of the spectre of`piracy' which haunts all copyright industries, but in a new more virulent form. The industry has vigorously organised against breaches of copyright in the past, most notably in the campaign against`home taping', whereby audiences made their own tapes of recorded music, either for their own enjoyment or for distribution to others. However, although identified as an illicit activity, which led to a technical loss of income, such practices were mainly undertaken by an active group of music users who also bought records and CDs as well as home taping. Moreover, any distribution of illegally taped material tended to be very local, amongst groups of friends and colleagues and, because of its relatively low reproductive quality and perishability, may have induced additional purchases of the music in a more durable format. However, the rise of software formats is seen as a far more sinister development, because it allows digital recordings to be copied more faithfully and, thanks to the distribution capabilities of the Internet, to be disseminated through a music community of worldwide dimensions. (2) (2) This insight into the geographical dimensions of different technological regimes of copyright infringement was obtained during an interview with a senior executive of the RIAA, Washington, DC, April 2000. As one of the referees pointed out, home taping could also be beneficial to the industry, in that it often forms the raw material for sampling and the creation of`new' music, as well as helping to provide a means through which knowledge about music is circulated.
It is in this sense, then, that compressed computer files contain the capacity to compress space and time.
And it is not just the`corporate suits' who bristle at the indignity of consumers obtaining their music on the cheap, and on a potentially global scale: this conservative discourse is also supported by the majority of artists who are currently pursuing a career within the traditional system. For example, Ashley Slater, a member of the band Freakpower, could not have been clearer in his support of the existing power relations of the music industry:`I f my copyright isn't protected I go out [of business] öand I'm just one of tens of thousands of musicians who rely on that. Every time that happens a little twinkly light goes out in the Cool Britannia sky'' (quoted in Boshoff, 1998 ). In 1998, Alan McGee, a fully signed-up member of Cool Britannia if ever there was one, being both the chairman of the Creation record label and a member of the government's Creative Industries Taskforce, made similarly pessimistic predictions about the long-term future of the music industry. He argued that in Britain at least`i t will be dead within 10 years as bands`cut out the middleman' and download their music directly on the internet''; it is, he argues,``an industry in absolute crisis'' (quoted in Boshoff, 1998) . By the end of 1999 McGee's prognosis for the industry was even more pessimistic, as he announced his intention to leave the industry, resigning from his record company so that he could devote more time to cultivating multimedia ventures and being an`Internet entrepreneur'. The music industry, he argued, was already a lost cause:`T he major record companies are absolutely running scared. I said there would be a consolidation and there has been. In the last year-and-a-half probably 20^30% of people have lost their jobs, about 20^30% of bands have lost their contracts; there's a huge bloodletting and there will continue to be'' (quoted in Waldman, 1999 , page 4).
For software formats
Although responses such as those outlined above are common within the industry, they need to be put in context, not least since levels of employment and artists' rosters in record companies tend to be volatile as musical fashions change. Moreover, such comments are counterbalanced by a more enthusiastic engagement with the emergence of software formats by actors both outside and on the fringes of the music industry. Such actors both produce and constitute what may be described as a`progressive' discourse surrounding the emergence of software formats. This discourse is progressive inasmuch as, although it agrees with conservative critics that this emergent technology will bring about a radical reorientation of the music industry, it asserts that this in itself is a desirable outcome. In other words, whereas conservative discourses may be seen as connected to the traditional material and ideological expressions of hierarchy, ownership, and the exploitation of property rights of the music industry, progressive discourses welcome the possibility of a destruction of hierarchy and the creation of a more open and accessible industry which does indeed see the death of the`middleman'öor at least, of the incumbent middleman. In so doing, these progressive discourses tap directly into the well of romanticism and mysticism in which the creativity of musicians and artists is seen to be in opposition to the naked commercialism of the music industry itself (Negus, 1995) .
A good example of this progressive discourse in practice may be seen in the example of New-York-based rap artists Public Enemy. Following disputes with their record label about the timing of the release of their new album, the band posted unreleased tracks on their official website and permitted them to be downloaded for free, until legal action by Polygram, who owned the copyright to the recordings, forced their removal. In subsequent interviews the band's leader, Chuck D, justified the band's embrace of MP3 and the Internet in the same kind of vivid language Public Enemy employ in their musical commentaries on race and inequality within urban America:`M ajor record labels are like dinosaurs. They move slow. Our album Bring the Noise 2000 was slated for a March '98 release, but Polygram slept on it. So we released it in MP3 on our supersite. Why not? Our fans wanted the music. And we believe in the technology. We didn't sell the tracks, so to us it was the same as just making more promotional copies ... the lawyers came running and told my manager to take it down. They don't like MP3 because it can obliterate the middleman. But the industry won't be able to pimp MP3, so they're going to have to figure out how to co-opt it ... . It's the chicken coming home to roost, the levelling of the playing field, the little man getting his chance ... . Soon you'll see a marketplace with 500,000 independent labelsöthe majors can co-opt all they want, but it's not going to stop the average person from getting into the game. Today a major label makes a CD for as little as 80 cents, then sells it whole sale for $10.50 so retailers can charge $14ö that's highway robbery. They were able to pimp that technology. Well, MP3 is a technology they can't pimp'' (quoted in Freud, 1999) . The democratising possibilities of MP3 are echoed by a host of other actors taking advantage of the commercial possibilities created through bypassing the existing structures of the music industry. For example, Tony Wilson, former owner of the independent Factory record label, has announced plans to establish an Internet-based record label founded on MP3, which will exist to undercut not only mainstream record labels but also existing Internet MP3 distribution sites:`W ilson is convinced that by being a trailblazer in the new technology, independents can again beat the majors at selling music, but Wilson believes he can do it more cheaply than any of them. A Factory offshoot at www.music.com will remove 70% of the costs of selling music. According to Wilson, online retail music will triple sales of music and benefit the public and artists alike. He says the public are tired of trawling around record shops to find albums`like The Verve's, who have three good tracks and they're the singles anyway', and plans to sell individual songs, without B-sides. (3) He claims he will undercut other [Internet] operations by as much as 30p a tune, meaning``these shits charging 99p and then saying to the artists,``You can have so much per cent'' can go screw themselves'' (Simpson, 2000, page 12) . (4) Meanwhile, a representative of a high-technology company manufacturing MP3 players depicts the changes that the technology will bring about as being akin to a creative and commercial nirvana. In the future, he argues, there will bè`I nstant access to music produced anywhere in the world, more specialised labels, lower marketing costs on the Web leading to more variety and more artists, blurring between amateur and professional artists, new ways to buy or rent tracks'' (quoted in Moody, 1999, page 34) .
(3) The mention of B-sides in the context is either meant to be ironic, or else made by someone who does not fully understand MP3 technology. The`B-side' is a product of analogue, vinyl recording technology.
(4) Wilson's former record label, Factory, was notable for its sympathetic contractual relations with its artists, who typically enjoyed a 50% share of royalties. This generous approach to royalties gave the label a precarious financial footing that some commentators suggest contributed to the company's bankruptcy in the early 1990s (Simpson, 2000) . Whether Wilson's new label will prove to be any more financially robust remains to be seen.
Clearly, the debate surrounding the introduction of software formats has generated a good deal of heat within the music industry. The remainder of the paper is given over to an attempt to cast a little more light upon the implications that software formats and Internet-based delivery systems have for the organisation of the music industry. In order to do so, I establish a theoretical framework for the analysis of the organisation of the music industry through time and over space through the concept of the musical network. A heterodox range of literatures are drawn upon to sketch in the organisational and geographical dimensions of four distinctive musical networks and to determine the likely impacts of software formats and Internet distribution systems upon them. However, to be able to understand the reorganisation of the music industry within a broader context, it is necessary to turn to a more general literature on electronic markets and the role they play within processes of economic transformation, through the disintermediation and reintermediation of economic practices within established production, or value, chains.
3 From marketplace to market space? Putting electronic commerce in its place If the number of column inches and minutes of media coverage devoted to the subject of electronic commerce, or e-commerce as it is more generally known, is a reliable guide, then it would appear to be the most significant economic phenomenon to have arisen in the last ten to fifteen years. Indeed, not since the sudden upsurge of popular interest in money and finance from the mid-1980s onwards has an aspect of the economy so effectively come to dominate the economic headlines.
Despite the hyperbole surrounding e-commerce, which has been defined as``trade that actually takes place over the internet through a consumer visiting a seller's website and making a transaction there'' (The Economist 2000, page 6), the amount of business actually conducted within the electronic market remains limited to date. Moreover, e-commerce remains overwhelmingly concentrated within the United States and it is dominated by business-to-business transactions (or b2b). (5) Moreover, according to Pratt (2000) no`dot.com' businesses have actually made any profits as yet, because of the cost of installing expensive nonfail computer systems and developing distribution systems for the delivery of products bought on-line. Yet, despite the lack of profits, many dot.com firms have grown to become stock market giants, often within very short periods of time, so that several have market capitalisations that exceed those of more venerable`bricks and mortar' companies. (6) Observations such as these draw interesting comparisons between the e-commerce boom of the turn of the 21st century and the financial boom of the mid-to-late 1980s. That is, and to draw upon the kind of theoretical thinking of that time, it is possible to interpret the phenomenon of e-commerce, and the stock market bubble that has accompanied it, as symptomatic of a wider economic crisis, of a breakneck obsession with reducing the turnover time of capital, and of an inherent tendency within capitalism towards speculative investments of`fictitious' value. This kind of analysis may contain within it more than the odd grain of truth. However, this rather abstract interpretation does not really explain why capital markets have got so excited about e-commerce, and have proved so willing to channel large volumes of money into (5) For example, total turnover in electronic markets in the USA in 1999 totalled $170 billion, of which just $20 billion was business-to-customer trade. In Europe the turnover of retail e-commerce was lower still, reaching just $3.6 billion in 1999 (The Economist 2000). (6) For example, at the end of March 2000 a handful of relatively young dot.com companies made it onto the FTSE100 in Britain, being among the United Kingdom's 100 largest companies by market capitalisation. They displaced some of the country's best-known companies, such as Hanson, Thames Water, and Scottish and Newcastle Breweries. companies that are, by their own admission, many years away from making any profits. To argue that this eager willingness to invest is the result of a collective delusion may be appealing for those who subscribe to a broadly leftist sentiment on such matters. But even if it were true, rather more in the way of explanation would still be required. What exactly are the promises of e-commerce that encourage so many investors to part with their money in the hope of future reforms, beyond the perennial qualities of faith, hope, and greed endemic to all capital markets?
One of the principal reasons for the growth of e-commerce has been the way in which it promises to bring about a major process of discontinuous change (Clarke and Clegg, 1998) in the nature of economic organisation. Quite simply, advocates of e-commerce argue that it will rewrite the rules of organisation, providing significant first-mover advantages to those firms in the vanguard of its development. Many of these claims are built upon a hybrid business^economics literature which can be traced back as far as the late 1980s, but which only really began to flower ten years later. This literature has, in the main, approached the economic role of the Internet through the application of concepts such as transaction costs, paying particular attention to the role of information within processes of market exchange. A key concern has been to explore the capacity of a new technological assemblage of hardware and software that is able to disintermediate and reintermediate production networks and`value chains', within established industries (Evans and Wurster, 1997; Hagel and Armstrong, 1997; Hagel and Singer, 1999; Rowe, 1998; Sivadas et al, 1998; Strader and Shaw, 1997) .
Before proceeding, it is necessary to post a health warning in relation to much of this material. There are at least three reasons for this. First, much of the literature on the rise of e-commerce contains a tendency towards futurology, which mixes established economic concepts with speculations about the future shape of economy and society. Second, and relatedly, much of the work is consultancy driven, and is contained in books and articles written by employees of leading management consultancy firms and hurriedly published in imprints such as Harvard Business School Press with an eye to a hybrid business^academic audience. Third, many of these accounts are shot through with neoliberal economic assumptions and are economically reductionist, so that they directly and indirectly valorise e-commerce through its ability to expedite serial acts of individual consumption. However, to be aware of the limitations of this literature is not to necessarily denigrate its theoretical and empirical significance. Indeed, in many respects, this distinctive embryonic literature is undoubtedly having formative impacts upon its subject, because of the constitutive ways in which economic theory``performs, shapes and formats the economy'' (Callon, 1998, page 2) , and the voracious appetite businesses have for new organisational paradigms (Clarke and Clegg, 1998; Micklethwait and Wooldridge, 1997; O'Shea and Madigan, 1997) . In other words, the literature of e-commerce may be seen as an example of what Miller describes as``virtualism'', whereby``the economy is increasingly forced to change itself in order to match the descriptions of abstracted models that are produced by academic economists' ' (2000, page 201) .
A particularly useful description of an abstract model of that kind is that of thè electronic market hypothesis' (EMH), first developed by Malone and his colleagues in the late 1980s (Malone et al, 1987) , and recently updated by Daniels and Klimis (1999) . The EMH predicted that the rise of electronically mediated forms of information will bring about a decline in the costs of economic coordination. The rise of the Internet, and the emergence of the phenomenon of e-commerce, are, it is argued, making such electronic markets an everyday reality. The growth of software devices such as search engines and intelligent agents (Corradi et al, 1999; Hagel and Armstrong, 1997; Hagel and Singer, 1999; Wise, 1997; make it possible for buyers to search electronic markets at speed and at low cost for supplier and product information that is both rich in content and geographically extensive (Evans and Wurster, 1999) . By lowering the costs of economic coordination in this way, it is argued, electronic markets are bringing about the disintermediation of production chains and a decline in the importance of hierarchies in favour of market coordination or, as Evans and Wurster describe it, hyperarchy. That is, a form of market coordination made possible by agent software that enables consumers to make more effective searches of product markets (Daniels and Klimis, 1999) .
In addition, such markets facilitate a new form of integration between buyer and seller. This not only facilitates faster transactions between counterparties, but also permits both parties to exchange and store information about transactions (Daniels and Klimis, 1999) , although this information tends to be more important to sellers as they seek to build up information about consumers (see du Gay, 1996) .
Electronic markets also have the potential to reconfigure fundamentally the competitive bases and the contestability of markets. Thus, not only do electronic markets have the potential to break down established market hierarchies through disintermediation, but established firms may well be disadvantaged as markets are reintermediated through electronic channels. Established firms tend to have significant sunk costs within physical infrastructures, and it is for this reason that electronic markets offer significant competitive opportunities for new or marginal competitors within existing industries:`T he paralysis of [dominant market] incumbent[s] is the greatest competitive advantage enjoyed by new competitors ... the paralysis of the leading incumbent is also the greatest competitive advantage for the marginal incumbent, who has lost the old game and has every motive to change the rules'' (Evans and Wurster, 1999, page 65) . In other words, this perspective argues that a range of product and service markets are up for grabs because, although established firms start with significant competitive advantages, they are unable to react quickly enough, creating spaces for smaller, more nimble, firms to move in.
In the next two sections of the paper I seek to determine the extent to which e-commerce is bringing about a reconfiguration of the music industry and, in particular, changing its contestibility. These processes of reconfiguration are considered in part 5. But first, it is necessary to come to a theoretical understanding of the organisation of the music industry prior to the advent of electronic markets, so that the impact of e-commerce upon it may be properly assessed.
4 Approaching the economy of music Analyses of the economy of music may be found within a number of academic disciplines, including economics, organisation studies, geography, sociology, and cultural studies. Across these disparate literatures there emerges a general consensus that the musical economy consists of a series of sequential processes. Although these accounts may differ in their identification and naming of such processes and in the relative importance they ascribe to each within the musical economy as a whole, they agree that the different processes are connected to one another through complex networks of social relations that link actors, organisations, and technologies.
Within this section of the paper, I approach the musical economy by combining a process-oriented approach with one that explicitly addresses the spatiality of such processes. Such an approach makes it possible to analyse the likely impacts of software formats and Internet distribution systems upon distinctive parts of the industry and to determine their geographical consequences. This is particularly important because of the potential that this new technological assemblage has to`shrink space' through an enhanced capacity to transmit music over space through computer networks. However, before we can speculate on the degree to which the geographical organisation of the industry might be overturned in the ways predicted by commentators both within and outside the industry, it is necessary first to identify the current configuration of the music industry. In order to do so in a way that combines sensitivity to musical processes and to their spatiality, I deploy the concept of the musical network.
The musical network
The concept of the musical network was originally developed by Attali (1984) in his provocative and, in many ways, prescient historical materialist reconsideration of the role of music through time. According to Attali, the economy of music operates through networks based upon the composition, representation, and repetition of musical forms. (7) He argues that musical networks are both emblematic and constitutive of distinctive types of social and economic relations within human society. Thus, at the dawn of capitalism, a musical network of representation brought about a transformation in the musical conventions and practices that surrounded the performance of music, which began to move away from the purview of patronage and towards the market, so that musical production become monetized and the``concert hall performance replaced the popular festival and the private concern at court'' (pages 46^47).
Then, at the beginning of the 20th century, a new musical network emerged, in the wake of technological developments in the field of sound capture and reproduction (Kittler, 1999) . This network of repetition emerged initially to capture and reproduce the sound of music produced within networks of representation, although it eventually gained an energy and dynamism of its own, and provided the basis for a``new organisational network for the economy of music'' (Attali, 1984, page 32) . Music increasingly became a corporate enterprise (see Farrell, 1998) , and became incorporated within large-scale production processes.
Finally, Attali conjures up a utopian vision of the future for his final network; that is, a network of composition. The parallels between Attali's description of this network and Marx's dream of an idyllic communist existence are clearly discernible in Attali's prophesy that, in the future,``music could be lived as composition, in other words, in which it would be performed for the musician's own enjoyment, as self-communication, with no other goal than his own pleasure, as something fundamentally outside all communication, as self-transcendence, a solitary, egotistical, noncommercial act'' (page 32). It is a network that effectively inverts the musical economy, wherein music is made for its own sake, rather than for purposes of representation, repetition, or, critically, as part of the reproduction of the capitalist economy as a whole.
Rather than use the concept of the musical network in Attali's broad-brush manner, to argue that the music is symbolic of broader social relations within particular stages of economic history, I propose to use the concept in a far narrower and more restricted sense. Subject to some modification, Attali's approach to the economy of music is of value to the analysis being pursued in this paper in that it is suggestive of the existence of a set of overlapping and complementary networks that, between them, configure the musical economy. That is, the music economy is simultaneously made up (7) Attali also identified what he describes as a sacrificial network, but which is not relevant to the analysis here. Within this network, music is produced for largely ceremonial purposes within noncapitalist, traditional societies, and it acts as a system of distribution``for all of the orders, myths, and religious, social or economic relations of symbolic societies'' (1984, page 31). Within such societies, music was a``Tool of the political'' (page 48), and music was made possible through the patronage of the aristocracy.
of networks of composition, of representation (or of performance), and of repetition (or of recording). Moreover, partly because of the recent fruitful engagement between geography and network approaches, Attali's approach is suggestive of a route through which the processes and practices of musical economy can be analysed through time and over space within geographical networks. (8) However, before attempting to chart such a route, it is first necessary to attend to some of the limitations of Attali's analysis, and to suggest counteracting modifications. There are at least three problems with Attali's approach as originally conceived. First, it is heavily freighted with the trappings of Marxist political economy. This legacy is manifest in a`stages' approach to social change, whereby each successive musical network is held to symbolise a distinctive shift in broader social relations through time. Thus, although Attali admits that it is possible that the``four modes of [musical] production [might] interpenetrate in time and space'', he goes on to argue that there exists an``economic logic of succession: In music, as in the rest of the economy, the logic of the succession of musical codes parallels the logic of the creation of value'' (page 41, original emphasis). But, by privileging the temporal exclusivity of networks, Attali gives the impression that they are far more coherent and unified than they really are. For example, consider the space of the recording studio since at least the 1960s. It is difficult to imagine where the networks of composition, of representation (performance), and of replication (recording) would begin and end. The recording studio is not just a site of replication, but it is also a site of performance, and it has become a compositional tool in its own right (Cunningham, 1998; Tamm, 1995; The¨berge, 1997) . At important points of intersection then, such as the recording studio, musical networks overlap in space as well as in time. Therefore, it is necessary to subsume composition, performance, and recording within a broader network of creativity.
Second, Attali's political economy perspective means that he elides over the role of consumption within the musical economy, which he submerges within the network of repetition. However, the proliferation of work on consumption in the years since Attali's work was first published (9) means that much greater attention needs to be paid to the ways in which a network of consumption is not only an essential element within the musical economy, but is also an increasingly powerful one (see, for example, Miller, 1995) .
Third, Attali's analysis of the music industry has been superseded not only by the passage of time but also by a proliferation of work on the culture industries which has provided more careful and nuanced accounts of the flow of cultural products through commodity chains (Leslie and Reimer, 1999; Lury, 1993; Pratt, 1997; . For example, Sadler (1997) , drawing on the work of Aksoy, suggests that the music industry is an information business which is made up of four distinctive processes. These are: (1) production^innovation^creation; (2) packaging^publishing^reproduction; (3) distribution^transmission^diffusion; and (4) facilitation^integration^servicing. Whereas stages (1) and (2) bear a strong resemblance to the networks of creativity and networks of reproduction identified above, stage (3) draws attention to the (8) It is recognised that there are a number of limitations to the use of the network metaphor. One problem, identified by Latour (1999) , is that, thanks to the kinds of processes described in this paper, the term has entered common vernacular to an extent that it can no longer convey a sense of surprise or puzzlement in a social science context. If not exactly a dead metaphor, it is certainly not as robust and healthy as it once was. However, the metaphor is used in this paper in a restrictive and specific way to combine a focus on both process and spatiality within the musical economy. The network metaphor still works more effectively than other metaphors that have sought to convey a similar sense of incomplete connectivity over space. (9) The book was originally published in French in 1977.
importance of a network of distribution within the industry, which acts as a bridge between the networks of creativity and reproduction on the one hand and the network of consumption on the other. It ensures that musical output is delivered to consumer markets.
Therefore, a conceptual overhaul of Attali's original schema for the purpose of this paper results in the identification of four distinctive musical networks which possess distinctive but overlapping functions, temporalities, and geographies. To recap, these networks are as follows: first, a network of creativity, formed from the fusion of networks of composition and representation, wherein music is created through multiple acts of performance; second, a network of reproduction, which is a narrower definition of the original network of repetition, and which includes the manufacture of multiple copies of audio recordings; third, a network of distribution, as described earlier; and, fourth, a network of consumption, incorporating retail organisations.
One of the advantages of this approach is that it offers the possibility of analysing the various functions necessary for the reproduction of the musical economy, while addressing its complex and often messy organisational structure, as well as providing a useful conceptual framework for the task of locating these functions within geographical space, to which this paper can provide only a partial and provisional contribution. This framework is particularly useful in analysing the impacts of software formats within the music industry given the potential some advocates would suggest they have tò dematerialise' the musical economy and, thereby, effectively efface space within it.
In the next subsection I examine each of these networks in turn, to provide a brief sketch of the overall geographical organisation of the music industry, and as a precursor for a subsequent analysis of the likely impacts of software formats upon it.
Working through musical networks
What might these musical networks look like? A useful way forward is to begin with Scott's (1999a) schematic overview of the organisation of the music industry. Scott locates artists and record companies at the heart of the record industry complex, with the contractual relationship between these two groups of actors acting as a fulcrum around which the rest of the industry turns. Each individual record company, or label, performs a dual function, that is, firms act as``A&R (artist and repertoire) recruitment organisations and as the publishers of finished recordings'' (Scott, 1999a (Scott, , page 1968 , and`A round this core lies a constellation of distinctive economic and culture-producing functions ranging from song writing and the provision of musical instruments on the one side, to manufacturing and promotion^distribution on the other. At various intermediate stages come such other essential components of the production process as legal services, music publishing, recording studios, producers, sound engineers, and various accessory services. To these may be added a number of specialized operations, ... such as record mastering, video production, graphic design, sleeve printing, packaging, and so on.'' Scott also provides a diagrammatical representation of the anatomy of the industry, a modified version of which is presented in figure 1 . What is particularly valuable about this depiction is that it assists in allocating the different functions of the industry to the four musical networks identified above.
In what follows, the four musical networks are examined in more detail, to determine the geographical organisational significance of each within the musical economy as a whole. This part of the paper serves as a prolegomenon for the succeeding section of the paper in which the impact of software formats upon each of the four musical networks is examined.
Networks of creativity
In order to ascertain the ways in which networks of creativity are configured, it is useful to refer to two related concepts which have sought to explain the generation of new music within the musical economy. These concepts, the creative field and the musical scene, suggest that networks of creativity take the form of dense spatially agglomerated interactions between a relatively large number of actors, institutions, and technologies. The concept of the creative field has been coined by Scott to argue that musical creativity is a spatially agglomerated process. Based on an analysis of the US recorded music industry, Scott argues that, like other culture industries, the music industry tends to be``rooted in communities of workers anchored to particular places'' which, once established, become``magnets for talented individuals from other places who migrate to these centres in search of professional fulfilment'' (1999b, page 809). In addition, such centres contain concentrations of specialised institutions that engage in dense and regular interfirm transactions. Scott argues that in the United States centres such as New York and Los Angeles, and to a lesser extent Nashville, are particularly important creative fields for popular music, and are sites of significant traded and untraded interdependencies within the musical economy:`a gglomerations of any sort represent not just spatial accumulations of physical capital, but also evolving pools of human skills and aptitudes. These pools or communities of workers are also the preserve of accumulated traditions and conventionalized sensibilities (including cultural norms as embodied, for example, in particular musical genres), and they function as potent frameworks of cultural reproduction and arenas of socialization ... . To these factors we may add the urban environment generally as a cultural setting, and specifically in the case of the music industry, the clubs, theaters, and other live performance venues within which players and audiences come face to face and in which new musical idioms and tastes are often worked out. In New York and Los Angeles, such venues actually represent Time^space (and digital) compressioncritical functional and spatial adjuncts to the industry at large. Additionally, the human capital endowments of individual communities are typically sustained by educational and training institutions that focus on local, agglomeration-specific needs, as well by inward migration of new talent from other areas'' (Scott, 1999a . In alluding to the importance of the spatiality of the cultural milieu within which music is produced, Scott pursues an argument which runs parallel to cultural analyses of musical creativity which suggest that new and distinctive popular music forms emerge from musical scenes, or distinctive spaces of musical activity. According to Shank (1994, page 122) , a musical scene may be defined as``an over productive signifying community [wherein] far more semiotic information is produced than can be rationally parsed'', but which nevertheless struggles to convey this information through the bodily performances of artists and audiences, within and through institutions, technologies, and spaces. Thus, an important prerequisite for the development of a local scene includes the presence of``a situated swirling mass of transformations, signs and sweating bodies, continually reconstructing the meaning of a communion of individuals in a primary group'' (Shank, 1994, page 128) . It is through such bodily acts that new music emerges. It does so, too, through a mixing of musical styles and genres in place. Straw has drawn attention to the creative potential of musical scenes, arguing that they are cultural spaces``in which a range of musical practices coexist, interacting with one another with a variety of processes of differentiation, and according to widely varying trajectories of change and cross-fertilization'' (1991, page 373).
Musical scenes are able to reproduce themselves most successfully when they produce a set of stabilising institutions, such as performance venues, specialised record shops, rehearsal and recording studios, specialised music press, and record labels. These institutions facilitate the circulation of, and interactions between, artists, specialised labour, dedicated institutions, and, significantly, audiences, which facilitate the combination of skills and technologies to create new musical forms.
Networks of musical creativity, therefore, may be defined as centres of musical knowledge, both in the sense of being a repository of the requisite technical competencies to be able to compose, perform, and record music, but also of knowledges of what different compositional, performative, and recording styles signify within a wider cultural and subculture context. They are, as such, not only centres of production, but also of interpretation (see Thrift, 1994) . As such, networks of musical creativity influence the ways in which musical forms circulate and are recombined through acts of creativity. Thus, it is important to draw attention at this point to the blurred and fuzzy nature of the four musical networks identified in this paper, and to the ways in which information and activities may take place simultaneously in more than one network. For example, Hennion (1989) has argued that the process of record production involves`p rogressive attempts to extend what has first been localised in the studio'' (page 402). This extension is achieved not in the manner of a process of diffusion, but rather as part of a series of negotiations with an audience, which is not merely``an abstraction that comes along or (or not) at the end of the route to sanction the work of production: it is [more accurately] a circle of actual auditors that is gradually widened'' (page 416) as recorded music moves through the four networks.
For Scott, it is the spatially agglomerated yet organisationally disintegrated nature of musical creativity that ties this form of musical network to urban agglomerations:`i n contrast to innovative clusters in industries such as semiconductors or biotechnology, innovation in the music industry does not so much involve continual improvements' in final products as it is represented by constantly shifting registers of cognitive content and the formation of new consumer tastes or fashions, ... new sensibilities, insights, and procedures are likely to be engendered as these moments of contact occur, above all where contrasting or incommensurable perspectives are brought into conjunction with one another and then negotiated out to some unexpected conclusion. By extension, the large agglomeration can also be seen as a sort of repository offering endless combinatorial possibilities for such encounters, so that the number of different`experiments' that can occur in products is effectively unlimited. The latter point is doubly decisive given that novelty is the lifeblood of the recorded music industry' ' (1999a, page 1975) . And it is the spatially inextractable nature of these interactions that, Scott argues, will ensure that, despite the potential for music to be distributed via the Internet,`m ajor production clusters are still likely to remain as dominant centres at creative and production activity '' (page 1975) . I will examine the veracity of this statement in regard to the rise of software formats in part 5.
Networks of creativity are linked to networks of reproduction through the record companies, which are powerful in the former and dominant in the latter. The raison d'eª tre of record companies is to make profits by exploiting their ownership of property rights in sound recordings. They are thus active in networks of creativity in order to unearth and develop new artists and repertoire, and to produce sound recordings of them for commercial sale. Thus, the creative departments of record companies tend to be concentrated in large urban agglomerations, to be close to cultural developments in the musical economy, but also to expedite the transaction-intensive process of contractual dealings with artists and their managers and lawyers over issues such as advances, royalties, and the required recorded output over the length of the contract.
Record companies are instrumental in providing the wherewithal to enable artists to use the specialised labour and institutions that configure networks of creativity. That is, they provide the initial contracts and money needed to hire the specialist workers such as record producers, sound engineers, and session musicians, and the dedicated institutions such as rehearsal and recording studios, which are required to produce recorded output. One of the key tasks of a record company is to`discover' artists or bands that will be successful in a rapidly changing market. However, the difficulties of successfully doing so is reflected in the fact that the majority of recordings are commercially unsuccessful and fail to recoup the initial investment made in them. Indeed, as much as 90% of recorded music output fails to cover costs, so that the viability of a record company relies on a small minority of recordings to cover the cost of the rest (Ryan, 1998) .
Therefore, an important ingredient for success in the industry is that record companies should have`deep pockets' and be sufficiently well capitalised to be able to afford investment in highly risky projects (Bettig, 1996) . For example, in the early 1990s it was estimated that the cost of recording an album in the United Kingdom ranged from »200 000 for minor artists to almost »2 million for major artists (MMC, 1994) . Although three quarters of this outlay was in the form of advances to artists and producers which were potentially recoupable from the royalties, each album release requires a record company to put significant sums of money at risk. For example, 96 different singles and 185 different albums were released each week in the United Kingdom in 1992 (MMC, 1994 . The majority of these releases did not sell enough copies to recoup the investment in their production. But those that do can sell in such large numbers to more than make up for the losses incurred by the majority of releases, particularly because the marginal costs of reproduction are low. It is this characteristic of the industry that has encouraged a long-term tendency towards capital concentration. The music industry worldwide is now dominated by just four corporations: BMG, Sony, Polygram, and Warner^EMI. Between them, these companies sell over 80% of all recorded music in the world. The volatility and unpredictability of the market for recorded music make it difficult for smaller record labels to survive for any length of time. Such companies are dependent upon a relatively small roster of artists that have to be consistently successful if the label is to survive over the long term. The survival of companies that depend upon the exploitation of copyrights has been shown to be closely related to the size and range of their portfolios of exploitable products (Ryan, 1998) . This has encouraged many smaller record labels to forge links with larger companies (Negus, 1992) . The smaller company provides its larger partner with preferential access to artists that it discovers through its own A&R department, and in return gains a greater degree of financial stability and access to the large record company's greater efficiency and effectiveness within networks of reproduction and distribution.
Networks of reproduction
When music enters networks of reproduction it enters a new world of production, one that is far more stable than networks of creativity and which is based upon mass production, where the emphasis is upon economies of scale. Accordingly, the geography of these networks is very different from that of networks of creativity. All record companies own manufacturing affiliates, which are located within`global regions', so that the entire European market for recorded music, for example, may be sourced from just a handful of large production facilities (figure 2). The benefits of large-scale production are not realised merely in terms of savings on overheads; large capacity is also seen to be beneficial in managing volatile orders, which can ebb and flow from week to week in extreme cases. In addition to these large corporate operations, there is also a set of smaller independent manufacturers, which are used mainly by independent record labels and by the large record companies for short production runs, especially for items such as singles, the sales of which are very volatile (MMC, 1994) . These plants tend to be located on the margins of large urban agglomerations [for example, in the United Kingdom they tend to be located in the outer suburbs of Greater London or the rest of the South East ( figure 3, see over) ].
Therefore, in comparison with networks of creativity, networks of reproduction are spatially diffuse, conforming to the logic of an industrial world which requires standardised inputs and produces generic outputs (compare Storper and Salais, 1996) .
Networks of distribution
It is within networks of distribution that record companies seek to exploit the property rights they hold over sound recordings (Ryan, 1998) . Thus, networks of distribution ensure that copyrighted product is delivered to final markets. Traditionally, this has taken place through processes of physical distribution, whereby distribution companies take delivery of manufactured output from production plants and distribute this onwards to retail outlets or mail order companies. This too is a highly concentrated network, so that the distribution of music in the United Kingdom was controlled by just nine major distribution companies in the early 1990s. Moreover, five of these companies, all owned by the major record companies, controlled over 85% of the distribution market. The major distribution companies have sought to capitalise on their domination of the market by undermining existing intermediaries, such as record wholesalers, by dealing directly with retailers. By the early 1990s, the share of product passing through wholesalers before entering the retail section had fallen to as low as 40% (MMC, 1994) .
Over the last ten to fifteen years, networks of distribution have expanded to include a range of parallel media-based channels through which additional revenues from the exploitation of copyrighted material may be realised. The 1980s and 1990s saw music companies become parts of larger media agglomerations, forging links with cable and satellite television companies to ensure channels for the dissemination of musical products to audiences,``both as a source of profit in its own right and as a means of encouraging customers to buy the work of certain artists'' (Sadler, 1997 (Sadler, , page 1928 .
Therefore, as in the case of networks of reproduction, networks of distribution tend to be highly concentrated, the activities undertaken with both networks being capital intensive, which encourages capital concentration and organisational integration (Sadler, 1997) .
Networks of consumption
Networks of consumption incorporate those locations in which musical products created within other networks are purchased. As such they are made up of organisations, delivery systems, and consumers themselves. Traditionally, in the United Kingdom at least, this network was made up of a constellation of relatively small independent specialist shops and the recorded music departments of general retailers and department stores. Independent record stores remain important sites of consumption, particularly among`active' and enthusiastic consumers of music, and many independent stores survive by occupying a niche in the market by holding extensive stocks of particular musical genres. Moreover, such stores can play an important part in networks of creativity, as they act as meeting points for encounter and informative exchange between actors with an active interest in music, either as audiences or as performers, or both. However, processes of capital concentration within the retail sector have led to the emergence of large chains such as Virgin, HMV, and Tower Records, which have come to dominate the industry through the buying power they exert back up the production chain. As a result, there has been a marked shift of power from distribution to retailers. Over the past decade or so, distributors have come under pressure to operate on a just-in-time basis as large retailers reduce the volume of capital tied up in inventory, with orders being placed and dispatched on a day-to-day basis (MMC, 1994) . (10) Retailers are able to exert such influence through the value chain of the industry not only because of the scale of their bulk orders, but also through what du Gay and Negus (1994) describe as the ability of the large chains to`construct' the consumer of recorded music. That is, through a combination of`hard' and`soft' managerial technologies, firms have become much more knowledgeable about consumers. This, in turn, enables music retailers to regulate and manage consumer behaviour more effectively. In so doing, firms are able to influence consumption, by directing consumers to some products rather than others and by promoting certain artists at the expense of others. Sometimes this is done inadvertently, as in the case of more general retailers who stock only the Top 40 selling records, and therefore by definition limit consumption in their stores to what is already popular. (11) Networks of consumption also constitute a highly lucrative part of the musical economy: music retailers have traditionally enjoyed margins of 25% of the sale price on record and CD sales (Wallis et al, 1999, page 14) . As du Gay and Negus observe, the power over consumption vested in the large retailers even prompted the Chairman of the UK industry's trade association, the British Phonographic Industry, to advocate that record companies should``take action against the inexcusable power of retailers who control what we sell to the public'' (quoted in du Gay and Negus, 1994, page 395). As we shall see in the next part of the paper this statement has a particular resonance in the light of the development of software formats and Internet distribution systems within the music industry.
In this section of the paper I have sought to map out the configuration of a set of distinctive, but strongly overlapping and interrelated, musical networks: of creativity, reproduction, distribution, and consumption. Each of these was seen to have distinctive geographical and organisational logics. In the next section attention is shifted towards the actual and potential impacts of distributed`electronic content' products upon the networks of the musical economy.
(10) For example, the Monopolies and Mergers Commission report that a major company indicated that between 1988 and 1992 the number of units it shipped declined by 24% while at the same time the number of orders processed increased by 42%, and the number of records per order decreased by 47% (MMC, 1994, page 118) . (11) I am grateful to Andy Pratt for the`Top 40' observation who, in a personal communication, also draws attention to the role of the music press and media in circulating information about consumption (through reviews and the like). This is an important aspect, to be sure, but there is insufficient space in this paper to consider it fully here.
Electronic markets and the disintermediation and reintermediation of musical networks
The purpose of this part of the paper is to incorporate the argument developed in the previous two sections to determine the impacts of software formats and internal distribution systems on the networks of the musical economy. It should be noted that the impacts are still working their way through the system and are at an early stage. Nevertheless, it is already possible to discern a number of very significant developments that have implications for the institutional and geographical organisation of the music industry.
Networks of creativity
Activities in these networks have relatively high levels of asset specificity in the complex combination of skills and technologies manifest within them. Arguably, such networks also have high levels of product complexity, given the difficulty of describing music other than on its own terms (Daniels and Klimis, 1999) . For these reasons networks of creativity would appear to be reasonably resistant to electronic disintermediation. The significance of embodied skills, performances, and subcultural knowledges effectively tie these networks to established centres of the musical economy through practices such as A&R as well as record production, engineering, and management that are enacted within core institutions such as performance venues, rehearsal spaces, and recording studios. To this extent, Scott (1999a) is indeed correct to argue that centres of creativity are unlikely to disappear in the wake of the capacity to distribute music as pure digital content.
However, this is not to argue that there are not dangers to incumbent actors and institutions within networks of creativity from the rise of software formats. The extent to which these networks are tied to urban agglomerations is already being undermined by parallel developments in composition and recording software that can turn personal computers into minirecording studios. This, as well as the falling costs of home studio equipment, has made it far easier to record music and, with the aid of software formats, to upload this music quickly to Internet sites. The increasing prevalence of this activity is likely to have at least two important implications. First, as in other areas of the economy, electronic markets in music are likely to have deflationary outcomes (The Economist 2000), putting pressure on the hourly fees currently charged by recording studios and by specialised labour within networks of creativity. Second, as Wallis et al (1999) argue, it raises the possibility of artists setting up their own Internet-based record labels and publishing companies and to exploit their intellectual property rights (IPRs) in sound recordings through software formats and Internet delivery systems:`A rtists who become famous are often locked into long-term contracts with intermediaries. When such contracts come up for renewal, superstars are in an extremely strong position to recover and retain their IPRs. Such artists are commodified products in themselves they [increasingly have] access to alternative means of finance, and they may use new distribution technologies to control globalisation and delivery process. This is the great fear of the multinational companies'' (Wallis et al, 1999, page 9) . Wallis et al argue that this strategy could be followed only by artists with wellestablished fan bases and sufficient capital to be able to mount marketing campaigns to draw audiences to their websites. However, although it is far more difficult for less established bands to pursue such a strategy, it is not impossible, as Brindley (2000a; 2000b) has illustrated in the case of bands that have found commercial success by distributing their music through their own websites.
Moreover, the dominant position of traditional record companies within networks of creativity may also be threatened by the growth of Internet companies established as incubators' for new and unsigned acts, and therefore also as`portals' to guide and attract audiences interested in particular types of music (figure 4). Some of these companies are also beginning to challenge traditional record companies more directly. For example, London-based company Peoplesound.com offers modest advances and generous shares of royalties if artists agree to sign away intellectual property rights to their music. Meanwhile, Santa-Monica-based company Atomic Pop has embarked on a series of Internet distribution deals with established artists (such as Public Enemy and L7) while at the same time signing similar deals for digital content with a range of independent record labels, including 4AD, Fire Records, Rufflife, and Goodvibe.
These developments are, in turn, destabilising the current configuration of networks of creativity in two further ways. First, the deals signed by labels such as Atomic Pop may well be diverting revenue away from traditional formats and towards digital content for the artists concerned. Moreover, in the case of the deals signed with UK labels, Atomic Pop has also secured the North American distribution rights for all offline' output in addition to worldwide digital download rights. Second, if the information contained in figure 4 is a reliable indicator, the current crop of dot.com record labels and portals might suggest that an important new growth node within the industry is developing at the far western end of its long-established London^New York^Los Angeles axis.
Networks of reproduction and distribution
These networks are considered together here because they share a number of similarities in being the most stable networks of the record industry. The products within them have low levels of asset specificity and low levels of product complexity. Therefore, these networks are most likely to be subject to process of disintermediation and reintermediation through electronic markets. It is within these capital-intensive and concentrated networks that we find much of the music industry's ambivalence towards software formats and digital distribution. The current configurations of networks of reproduction and distribution are in themselves fairly effective barriers to entry to the industry (Alexander, 1994) . But the advent of software formats raises the spectre of these barriers being circumvented and of the industry being`locked in' to an outdated paradigm of manufacturing and distribution. There has been an understandable reluctance within the industry to embrace open software formats and electronic methods of distribution as they would inevitably undercut investment in established production and distribution paradigms. In this sense, software formats and the Internet distribution system may be seen within the music industry as a`disruptive technology' (Christensen, 1997; The Economist 2000) ; that is, one that``overturns a traditional business model, which makes it harder for an established firm, with its own cultural interior, to embrace'' (The Economist 2000, page 16). The reluctance of incumbent music industry firms to embrace software formats has given other companies a two to three year competitive advantage in electronic distribution, and has helped produce the map shown in figure 4 . Major record companies have belatedly begun to explore the potential of this new production and distribution paradigm, mainly by strategic investments, of which the tie-up between Time Warner and Internet service provider American Online (AOL) in 2000 is perhaps the most notable example. This merger, and the subsequent merger between the new group and EMI to form the world's largest record company, signals the beginning of a wholesale reconfiguration of networks of reproduction and distribution to incorporate digital content and distribution directly. Indeed, in the medium to long term, processes of disintermediation and reintermediation offer the industry even greater profits from the exploitation of intellectual property rights because of the savings that can be made as traditional networks of reproduction and distribution are scaled back. (12) Moreover, there are grounds for arguing that Internet distribution channels may help to support traditional networks as much as undermine them, through the potential they have for generating on-line orders of CDs. However, savings will be realised only if the industry can ensure that the illegal copying of digital content material does not get out of control. And it is here that we confront the real dilemma facing the music industry in all this: the dominant software format for digital music is MP3, which is an open and insecure medium from which innumerable copies may be made, and which is impossible to regulate given the way that the industry is currently configured (see Andersen et al, 2000) . The industry's favoured solution to this problem is to develop secure digital formats containing watermarks' to make it impossible to make multiple copies of sound recordings.
To speed this development the RIAA has sponsored the development of the Secure Digital Music Initiative (SDMI). Established in 1999 the SDMI currently has around 160 members, made up of companies and organisations involved in recording, consumer electronics, and information technology. However, the RIAA's aim of protecting copyrights in an open digital environment through a collaborative and cooperative process is imperilled by the fact that the SDMI is an uneasy alliance, including industry stalwarts such as the four large record companies, as well as the smaller MP3 start-up companies that were instrumental in forcing the industry to search for a secure digital platform in the first place. To ensure that an accommodation between consortium members could be reached, the SDMI is not seeking to produce one software format, but rather what it describes as``a voluntary, open framework for playing, storing and distributing music in a protected form'' (http://www.sdmi.org). The compromise option of seeking a regulatory framework, rather than the development of a specific format, is justified as follows:`S DMI's work is based on the core principles that copyright should be respected, but those who wish to use unprotected formats should be able to do so. SDMI is not producing a single format, technology, or design. The specification developed by SDMI will answer consumer demand for convenient accessibility to quality digital music, enable copyright protection for artists' work, and therefore enable technology and music companies to build successful business.'' This rather loose and unprescriptive formula seems set to unleash a digital music version of the`format wars' that have characterised consumer electronics industry in the past. Already there has emerged a diversity of software formats associated with leading firms such as Sony, Microsoft, IMB, and AT&T, to add to generic formats such as MP3. But again, the open nature of MP3, and the first-mover advantage this technology has in comparison with other software formats, mean that its leading position will be difficult to displace. Moreover, MP3 software is being actively supported by a body of users in much the same way as have shareware computer operating systems such as Linux, which is also an open format (DiBona and Ockman, 1999; Raymond, 1999) .
The problems of controlling the spread of MP3 files was made worse in 1999 with the creation of Napster, a firm based upon a file-sharing software program which allows networked personal computers to communicate with one another for the mutual transfer of stored MP3 files. In March 2000, there had been five million downloads of the software, and US universities were reporting that their computer networks were being clogged up by the sheer weight of Napster traffic. Three months later, the number of downloads were estimated to be 20 million per day. That same year, the RIAA, Time^Warner, and a growing number of artists launched legal action against Napster Inc., on the grounds that the firm was promoting music piracy through the illegal transfer of copyright material. The firm was ordered to be closed in July 2000, only to be given a stay of execution on appeal. However, the closure of Napster would not rid the record industry of the problem of file-sharing programs because of the development of new variants such as Gnuttella and Freenet that, unlike Napster, do not require a central server for users to connect to one another and so cannot be`closed down' in the way that a firm-based program can (see Leyshon, 2000) .
Nor are the prospects of the SDMI producing a broadly agreeable regulatory framework all that propitious, given that one year into the initiative the RIAA launched a legal action against one of the consortium members, MP3.com, for alleged violation of copyright law following the introduction of a new software product. This action is indicative of an ideological divide within the SDMI about the borders of copyright, with the established firms wanting tight and rigid borders, whereas the newer companies want looser, more flexible limits. (13) 5.1.3 Networks of consumption The impact of software formats upon networks of consumption is significant because, within these networks at least, traditional record companies actually have much to gain and relatively little to lose. Within networks of consumption it is the large music retailers that fear a shift to digital content and Internet distribution. Just as record (13) The action revolves around a service called`Beam-it', which enables users to upload MP3 copies of CD tracks to the MP3.com site, which can then be accessed remotely through any PC. Although MP3.com indicates that this should be used only for purchased CDs, there is no way to ensure that the CDs are owned by the user.
companies were slow to respond to the possibilities of software formats within networks of reproduction and distribution because of problems of lock in, so retailers are locked in to networks of consumption as they have traditionally been configured. Thus, incumbent retailers are already being bypassed by a first wave of disintermediation, a process that consists of Internet-based retailers or`e-tailers' who sell CDs from their websites at discounted prices to be delivered by mail. Traditional music retailers also face displacement through second and third waves of disintermediation and reintermediation. Thus, on the one hand, retailers are in danger of being overtaken in their abilities to understand and influence consumer behaviour by the development of electronic-based techniques of`forensic marketing' and the`narrow-casting' of products to highly distinctive market niches. Such practices are made possible by the mass of detailed consumer information generated by digital transactions, which permits Internet firms to develop new ways of`making up' and constructing consumers [Kozinets (1998); Sivadas et al (1998) ; see Pratt (2000) for a discussion of`on the fly' advertising using such technologies]. For example, software company RealNetworks was revealed in 1999 to have been compiling detailed information from the computers of all those who downloaded its RealJukebox program, which can be used for the recording and playback of MP3 files. This information included the number of music tracks stored on the user's hard drive and their formats, the preferences attached to tracks, the type of portable music player connected to the computer, and, critically, a Global Unique Identifier that identified each user by name, e-mail address, and postcode (McIntosh, 1999) . On the other hand, retailers are also threatened by the plans of the large record companies to establish digital channels of distribution that would supply music in digital content direct to consumers. This was the vision of the future embraced in the early 1990s when the potential of the Internet began to be recognised, but which clouded in the wake of the panic surrounding MP3. Belatedly, the record companies have begun to pilot such schemes (14) which may be seen as parallel and complementary initiatives to the SDMI. And, from what we now know about the organisation of the musical economy, a secure digitally distributed future would be seen in some quarters of the music industry as a highly effective measure to neutralise the power of the retailers, given the pressure they have exerted over the rest of the industry over the last fifteen to twenty years or so.
This possible future would seriously undermine the viability of music retailers as they are currently organised, as the retailers themselves recognise. For example, in the wake of the announcement of the planned merger between AOL, Time^Warner, and EMI, a senior executive of Virgin Megastore, a leading music-retailing chain, suggested that a shift to digital distribution would undermine margins sufficiently that firms such as his might be forced to withdraw their investments and move out of the industry altogether (Ward, 2000) . (15) 6 Conclusions In this paper I have considered the implications of software formats upon the geographical organisation of the music industry. I have utilised the concept of the musical network as a means of understanding the configuration of the musical economy, and as a way of determining the likely impacts of processes of disintermediation and (14) Such as the industry-sponsored Madison Project in California, which is undertaking a trial of the digital delivery of music to consumers through secure digital formats. (15) However, given that margins in record retailing were estimated to be in the region of 25% of the cover price, then sales of CDs would have to fall significantly to warrant such a decision, so that there is clearly more than a little hyperbole within such a threat. Moreover, all the leading retail chains have websites and are moving towards e-tailing for some proportion of their business. reintermediation that will be activated by the move towards electronic markets for music. The analysis suggested that the evolution of this new technological assemblage within the musical economy will have organisational and geographic impacts upon all four of its constituent networks.
Nevertheless, it is important to stress that, although the industry does seem to be moving towards a future in which software formats and Internet distribution will play a central role, the processes by which musical networks will stabilise around these technologies will take some time to play out, for at least four reasons. First, although the share of music sales mediated through the Internet is growing rapidly, it remains small. For example, only about 1% of music is provided in the form of digital downloads, and much of this is free. Even e-tail sales of CDs remain relatively small, accounting for just 10% of the market. Second, the market is currently limited by hardware requirements, as it is mediated by a networked personal computer, the costs of which are still beyond many individuals and households. (16) Moreover, although MP3 titles are compressed, if stored in any number they can still command significant amounts of memory which can begin significantly to slow the speed at which personal computers work for other purposes. Third, there is a tendency for the debate surrounding software formats and Internet distribution systems to skip into a mode of thought that accepts that the introduction will be to the exclusion of existing modes of organisation within the music industry. Yet, it is possible to see that the new technological assemblage may, in some respects, complement rather than undermine the current configuration of networks in the musical economy. For example, many of the Internet sites currently offering free downloads of MP3 files from obscure artists are doing so not out of altruism but as samples or tasters in the hope that consumers will buy copies of the artist's CDs. Moreover, it may well be that, even as the record companies work through their problems with digitally distributed music and begin to embrace it, they may find resistance on the part of consumers reluctant to abandon the wider aesthetic process of music consumption which involves building up a physical collection of recordings. For such consumers, the compilation of file names on a computer directory may not be seen as an acceptable substitute to the collection of material things. (17) Fourth, the amount of time it takes for the industry to make satisfactory progress with a secure and standard format will further delay its stabilisation around digital content.
The process by which the industry moves towards stabilisation will have a growing impact on the music industry in the next few years and will bring about a reconfiguration of musical networks in the ways suggested in this paper. But, contrary to the celebratory and romantic ways in which formats such as MP3 have been welcomed by actors on the fringe of the industry, it is highly unlikely that those companies currently making profits from the exploitation of the intellectual property rights contained in sound recording will collapse. Although the proliferation of new companies dedicated to exploiting the potential of software formats and Internet distribution systems will increase levels of competition, it is possible to anticipate a familiar process of capital centralisation and concentration in the music industry over the medium to long term.
(16) Although the costs are falling in real terms and alternative means of access will increase, especially with the development of mobile telephone technologies that will permit the transfer of data packages, and the development of Internet access through other domestic appliances (such as, ironically, given the origins of MP3, interactive television).
(17) Although I should point out that this has not been a problem for this particular, active consumer of recorded music, who has quite happily set aside his collection of vinyl, tape, and CD recordings built up over thirty years for music in software format and which, incidentally, is playing on the speaker system of my PC as I type this.
Moreover, it may well be that, as the industry restabilises around this new technological assemblage, it will become even more profitable for participants than it was before. Firms will be able to rid themselves of significant investments and costs tied up in the capital-intensive operations of traditional networks of reproduction and distribution.
For similar reasons, then, we are not likely to witness the growth of some kind of alternative musical economy, which some advocates of MP3, such as Chuck D for example, seem to suggest is just over the horizon. Thus, even though Public Enemy deserve credit for pioneering the idea of selling an album in digital form for a discounted price ahead of the release of the CD version, they were still selling the downloads for profit after all. The political ethos surrounding the growth of software formats is, appropriately, akin to that attributed to Wise (1997) to the community of organic intellectuals that has developed around Wired magazine, which he describes as``one of the central sites [for] the politization and culturalization of information and communication corporations '' (1997, page 151) . Thus, the discourse that advocates MP3 and other digital futures as an alternative to the current configuration of the music industry may well be antiorganisational and antihierarchical, but it is certainly not antimarket, conforming as it does to a kind of`capitalist libertarianism'. It was, therefore, ironically appropriate that the press release that accompanied the release of Public Enemy's There's A Poison Goin' On in MP3 format included a quote by Chuck D who argued that the availability of music in downloadable format not only provided``consumers with options they've never had before'' but it was also``the modern day equivalent of Dylan going electric'' (http://www.atomicpop.com/aboutatomicpop/Pepr2.html). Although Bob Dylan's abandonment of an acoustic folk vernacular in 1965 for the use of electronic instruments in the`contemporary' style is certainly considered by popular music historians to be a significant development in the evolution of the genre, it was also interpreted by large sections of his audience as an unforgivable`sellout' to the forces of commercialism'. As the industry stabilises around software formats and Internet distribution, the statement above may prove to be prophetic in a way that its author never intended.
